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Abstract

The paper presents a novel method for domain
specific sense assignment. The method
determines the domain specific relevance of
GermaNet synsets on the basis of the
relevance of their constituent terms that co-
occur within representative domain corpora.
The approach is task independent and
completely automatic. Experiments show
results on three selected domains: business,
soccer and medical.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a novel method for domain
specific sense assignment using WordNet (Miller et
al. 1995) and similar resources like GermaNet -- a
lexical semantic resource for German (Hamp and
Feldweg, 1997) with a structure similar to that of
WordNet. Within the context of a restricted domain,
many ambiguous terms (i.e. nouns) may have a
strong preference for one of their senses. A system
for automatically determining this most likely sense
is therefore a useful tool in semantic processing like
semantic tagging for information extraction or
machine translation.

The method we describe determines the
domain specific relevance of GermaNet synsets on
the basis of the relevance of their constituent terms
that co-occur within representative domain corpora.
Although some research has been done in the
direction of domain specific tuning of lexical
semantic resources (see e.g. deliverable D3.1.1 of the

ECRAN project1 and Turcato et al. 2000), using term
relevance for this is to our knowledge a novel
approach. Also, we believe our approach to be more
general, because it is task independent and
completely automatic.

The particular research described here is part
of a larger effort to develop semi-automatic methods
for domain specific semantic lexicon construction
that builds on the reuse of existing resources.
Adapting these resources to a specific domain

                                                     
1 http://www.dcs.shef.ac.uk/research/ilash/Ecran/

includes selecting those terms and meanings that are
relevant for the domain and adding new terms and
meanings that are missing from the existing resource.
The research described here deals primarily with the
former aspect. Adding new terms and meanings
through term classification and clustering is
discussed in more detail in (Sacaleanu, 2001).

The experiments described here show results
on three selected domains: business (newspaper
reports on economic and financial policy), soccer
(newspaper reports and live tickers), medical
(abstracts of articles on medical research).

2 System Description

The system starts with extracting terms (i.e. nouns)
from the given domain corpora. It then proceeds by
computing the domain relevance of each term and
using this information to compute the cumulative
relevance of each of the synsets in which the terms
occur relative to a particular domain. This allows for
a ranking of synsets according to domain relevance.

2.1  Preprocessing

The system first annotates all words with part-of-
speech and morphological information. This allows
us to extract noun stems that are used as terms in
further processing (to look up the lemma in
GermaNet). We used the TnT package (Brants, 2000)
for part-of-speech tagging, trained on a general
corpus in order to make it unbiased to any of the
domain specific corpora used in the experiments.

For morphological analysis we used the
MMORPH package (Petitpierre and Russel, 1995).
An important aspect of this, specifically for a highly
compositional language like German, is compound
analysis. For example, in the medical domain there
are many compounds involving the noun Pat i ent
(patient):

 Pol i k l i ni k- Pat i ent en (polyclinic -)
 Not f al l pat i ent (emergency -)
 Pl acebopat i ent en (placebo -)

All of these need to be taken into account in order to
reflect the frequency of Pat i ent  in the medical



domain. Therefore, in counting term frequency for a
term, we summed up the number of times it appeared
in the domain corpus as a term by itself as well as its
morphological derivations.

2.2 Term Relevance

The next step is to compute an index that defines the
relevance of each term to a specific domain. We
adopt this approach from information retrieval, in
which a relevance measure is computed between
each term and each document of a retrieval corpus. In
this way, documents can be assigned to a query term
that is known to be relevant to them. Our approach
builds on this idea by computing the relevance of
each term to each domain-specific corpus.

The relevance measure we use is a slightly
adapted version of standard tf.idf, as used in vector-
space models for information retrieval (Salton and
Buckley, 1988):
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where t represents the term, d the domain, N is the
total number of domains (here N=3). This formula
gives full weight to words that occur in just one
domain and a weight of zero to those occurring in all
domains.

2.3 Concept Relevance

Given term relevance, the next step is to determine

the relevance of  each concept (a GermaNet synset2)
in which the relevant terms occur. The most intuitive
way for this is to sum up the relevance of each term
in the synset as reflected by the following definition
for concept relevance:
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2.3.1 Lexical Coverage

Now, suppose we want to estimate concept relevance
for the medical domain. Consider for example the
term Zel l e which occurs in the following two
synsets:

[ Zel l e,  Gef ängni szel l e] ("prison cell")
[ Zel l e] ("living cell")

Although Zel l e will have a high relevance in the
medical domain, the occurrence of
Gef ängni szel l e in this domain is very unlikely
and therefore the relevance value of both concepts
will be equal. Although the latter concept is more

                                                     
2 We will interchangeably use synset and concept to
refer to a list of synonyms as defined by GermaNet.

relevant to the medical domain, we would not be able
to automatically determine this by merely adding up
the relevance of the terms in each of the synsets.
Therefore we reconsidered the concept relevance
definition to take into account so-called lexical
coverage, that is the number of terms in the synset
that actually occur in the domain:
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where T represents the lexical coverage, and |c| is the
length of concept c. This relevance measure reflects
the intuition that if many terms in the synset occur in
the domain, then the more likely it is that the synset
is relevant for that domain.

2.3.2 Hyponyms

However, the lexical coverage measure has two
drawbacks. First, it has a preference for synsets with
only one element, as lexical coverage (T) is always
maximal, relative to the length of c. In our example
this means that the medical sense of Zel l e will
always be favored, even in non-medical domains,
unless the "prison cell" sense is clearly represented in
the domain through the co-occurrence of
Gef ängni szel l e. Secondly, the measure assigns
equal values to synsets of equal length if only one of
their terms occurs in the domain. For example
consider the two senses of Geschl echt :

[ Geschl echt ,  Haus ] ("family line")
[ Geschl echt ,  Sexus ] ("gender")

When neither Haus  nor Sexus  occur in the
domain, both concepts will get equally weighted.
One way to overcome these problems is to add more
lexical information. GermaNet encodes two relations
that are suitable for this purpose: hypernymy and
hyponymy. Hypernymy is frequently associated with
concept generalization and hyponymy with concept
specialization. As for our purposes concept
generalization would endanger the domain-
specificity of our methods, we decided to draw upon
hyponymy by attaching to each synset all of its direct
hyponyms. The senses of Zel l e can therefore be
supplemented with further lexical information:

  [ Zel l e, Gef ängni szel l e, Todeszel l e]
  [ Zel l e, Kör per zel l e, Pf l anzenzel l e]

Unfortunately not all concepts in GermaNet have
direct hyponyms, as with one of the senses of
Geschl echt :

[ Geschl echt , Haus , Adel ,
 Adel geschl echt , Für st enhaus ,

   Her r scher haus ,  Köni gshaus ]
  [ Geschl echt ,  Sexus ]



Adding hyponyms slightly changes the concept
relevance formula. In addition to summing up the
relevance of each term in the synset, now also each
direct hyponym adds to its relevance:
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where c+ is the extended concept. Note that in the
definition T (number of terms in the concept that
occur in the domain) and |c| (number of terms in the
concept) have not changed. That is, hyponyms do not
affect lexical coverage, but only add to the summed
weight of the concept.

Nevertheless, we would like to express a
notion of lexical coverage also for the hyponyms that
extend a concept. For this purpose we introduced a
penalty on missing hyponyms. That is, if a hyponym
does not occur in the domain it is assigned a constant
negative weight. This value is dynamically
determined by taking care that a concept relevance
should never become smaller than zero. Therefore,
for a concept X:  [x1, x2, …, xn, y1, y2, …, ym], where
xi are the constituent terms and yi are its direct
hyponyms, it holds:
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In the worst case (n=1, m=303) with all hyponyms
missing, we have:
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1
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That is, the value of the constant negative weight k
we are looking for, should be smaller than the 30th of
any term domain relevance.

3 Experiments

In order to assess the correctness of our methods we
set up an experiment that would show two things: 1.
How well our method selects domain specific
concepts, and 2. How well the most specific sense
(synset) is selected for domain specific terms.

3.1 Domain Specific Concepts

For the first experiment we selected for each domain
the top 100 concepts from a ranked list as computed
                                                     
3 Because very general concepts with a large number
of hyponyms are well covered by any domain (many
of the terms occur in the domain) and therefore
consistently assigned a high relevance, we removed
any concepts with more than 30 direct hyponyms.

by the system and presented them to two judges for
inspection. The judges were asked to rate each
concept on a scale from 1 to 3 indicating how
relevant it is for the domain. To avoid any
subjectivity in this task, the judges were presented
with guidelines to establish uniform criteria. The
instructions that were given to the judges are as
follows. On a scale from 1 to 3, rate each concept's
relevance to the given domain.

• 3: Relevant The concept belongs to the domain.
Example: [Spiel (game), Match, ...]

�
 Relevant in Soccer

• 2: Associated The concept belongs to the
domain and to one or more of the other domains.
Example: [Gegner (rival), Opponent, ...]

�
 Relevant in Soccer and in Financial

• 1: Not Relevant The concept does not belong to
the domain.
Example: [Szene (scene), Sketch]

�
 Not Relevant in Soccer

As the relevance measures used are relative to the
domains at hand, the judges were requested to
constrain their decisions also to the three given
domains. That is, in judging concept relevance, they
had to consider the domains as a closed world: a
concept can be assigned only to one or more of the
given domains. Therefore, concepts like:

   [ Endspi el ,  Fi nal e] (finals)
   [ Vi er t el f i nal e] (quarter finals)

were assigned as strongly relevant for the soccer
domain, although they could also occur in other
sports related domains, like baseball or volleyball.

The results (i.e. the rate of concepts in the top-
concept lists that were judged relevant and/or
associated) were computed for category 3 (relevant
concepts), as well as categories 2&3 (relevant +
associated concepts). The plotting distance is 10
words, stepping down the ranked list of concepts.
The purpose of our experiment was to evaluate
consistency in suggesting relevant concepts for all
three domains. The results are shown in the graphs
below.

The outcome for the concepts that were judged
to be relevant (category 3) was about 65% for the
medical and soccer domains, and about 60% for the
financial domain. If we look only at the first 20
relevant concepts (category 3), best results were in
the medical domain at 85% (even 100% for the first
12 concepts), for soccer at 80% and for financial at
70%. Considering all of the concepts that are either
relevant or associated to the domain (categories
2&3), we achieved an overall score of 80% to 90%
for all three domains.
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3.2 Domain Specific Sense

A second experiment was set up to evaluate the
effectiveness of the concept relevance measure in
assigning the most likely domain specific sense. Out
of the first 100 concepts previously evaluated to be
relevant (category 3), we extracted all constituent
terms that actually occur in the domain. From among

R ank ed  T erm s   --  w ith  E ng lish trans la tion (s ) R anked  C oncep ts

yes E ing rif f (ope ration , in te rven tion ) 1 . [E ing riff:c , O pera tion :c , A btre ibung , B iops ie , ...]
2 . [E ing re ifen :c , E ing riff:c , In te rven tion :c ]

a ll In fek tion  ( in fection )
1 . [E n tzündung:c , In fek tion:c ,  In fek tionsk rankhe it:c , ...]
2 . [A ns teck ung :c , In fek tion:c , Ü bertragung:c ]

a ll S tud ie  (s tudy, repo rt) 1 . [E xperim en t:c , S tud ie :c , T est:c , V ersuch :c ,...]                                                                                                                                
2 . [A bhand lung :c ,  S tud ie :c ]

a ll P rophylaxe (p rophylax is )
1 . [P rophylaxe :c , E m pfängn isve rhü tung , Im p fung, V e rhü tung ]
2 . [P rophylaxe :c , V o rbeugung :c , V o rsorge :c , ...]

yes G ew ebe  (tissue )
1 . [G ew ebe :c ,  K ö rpe rgew ebe :c , B indegew ebe , T um or, ...]
2 . [G ew ebe :c ,  K le ide rs to ff:c ,  S to ff:c ,  T extils to ff:c , ...]

a ll M edizin  (m edic in )
1 . [M ed izin :c , C hiru rg ie , F rauenhe ilk unde , G ynäko log ie , ...]
2 . [A rzne i:c , A rzne im itte l:c , H e ilm itte l:c , M ed ik am en t:c , ...]

yes G efäß  (vascu la r, con ta ine r) 1 . [G e fäß :c , B lu tge fäß , H aarge fäß , H erzk ranzge fäß , Lym phge fäß ]
2 . [G e fäß :c , C onta ine r, F o rm , P oka l, S chale , S chüsse l, T onne , ...]

yes Z e lle  (ce ll)
1 . [Z e lle :c , K ö rpe rze lle , P flanzenze lle ]
2 . [G e fängnisze lle :c , Z e lle :c , T odesze lle ]

a ll E insch ränkung  (cons tra in t, res tric tion ) 1 . [B esch ränk ung :c , E insch ränk ung :c , V o rbeha lt:c ]
2 . [B esch ränk ung :c , D egress ion :c , D rosselung :c , E insch ränkung :c ]

a ll A ufnahm e ( in take , recep tion )
1 . [A u fnahm e:c, A u fze ichnung :c , M itschn itt:c ,   P rotoko ll, ...]
2 . [A u fnahm e:c, B eherbe rgung :c , U n terb ringung :c , N otau fnahm e, ...]

yes S ek tion  (section ) 1 . [A u tops ie :c , Le ichenö ffnung :c , O bduk tion :c , S ek tion:c ]
2 . [A m tsbere ich :c , D ezernat:c , G eschä ftsbere ich :c , S ek tion :c , ...]

a ll A usdehnung  (sp read , d im ensions ) 1 . [A usdehnung:c , R aum inha lt:c , V o lum en :c ]
2 . [A usdehnung:c , A usw e itung :c , D ehnung :c , E rw eite rung :c , ...]

yes G eburt (b irth , reb irth )
1 . [G eburt:c , F eh lgeburt, F rühgeburt]
2 . [G eburt:c , W iedergeburt]

yes A bw eichung  (abnorm a lity, d ive rgence)
1 . [ A bw eichung :c ,  D if fe renz:c , A bnorm itä t, A nom a lie , ...]
2 . [ A bw eichung :c ,  D if fe renz:c , M e inungsversch iedenhe it]

yes P robe (tes t, rehearsa l)
1 . [P robe :c , B lu tprobe , G es te insp robe, U rinp robe , W asserp robe ]
2 . [B ühnenprobe :c , P robe :c , C horp robe , G enera lprobe ]

a ll V erhütung  (p reven tion )
1 . [A bw endung :c , V e re ite lung :c , V erh inde rung:c , V e rhü tung :c ]
2 . [E m pfängn isve rhü tung :c , V e rhü tung :c ]

a ll E m pfindung  (fee ling , sensa tion )
1 . [E m pfindung :c , H ören, R iechen , S chm eck en , S ehen, S püren , ...]
2 . [E m otion :c , E m pfindung :c , G efüh l:c , G em ütsbew egung :c , ...]

a ll B eschränk ung (constra in t, restric tion )
1 . [B esch ränk ung :c , E insch ränk ung :c , V o rbeha lt:c ]
2 . [B esch ränk ung :c , D egress ion :c , D rosselung :c , E insch ränkung :c ]

yes W irks to ff (ac tive  com ponen t)
1 . [W irk sto ff:c , H orm on ]
2 . [W irk sto ff:c , K o ffe in , T eein ]

yes V ero rdnung  (p rescrip tion, regu lation )
1 . [M ed ik a tion :c , V e ro rdnung :c ]
2 . [V e rfügung :c , V ero rdnung :c , S tad tve ro rdnung ]

yes K rebs (cancer, c rus tacean)
1 . [K rebs :c , K rebserk rank ung :c , K rebsgeschw ür:c , B lu tk rebs , ...]
2 . [K rebs :c , K rebstie r:c , höhere r_K rebs , n iedere r_K rebs , ...]

a ll A usnahm e (excep tion )
1 . [A usnahm e:c , B esonderheit:c , Irregu la r itä t:c , S onderfa ll:c , R aritä t, ...]
2 . [A usnahm e:c , A usnahm eerscheinung :c , A usnahm efa ll:c , ...]

yes O peration  (ope ration , p rocedure ) 1 . [E ing riff:c , O pera tion :c , A btre ibung , A m pu tation , A u tops ie , B iops ie , ...]
2 . [O pera tion:c , P rozedur:c , B earbe itung , B ehand lung, V e rarbeitung ]

a ll B esonderheit (pecu lia rity, anom a ly) 1 . [A usnahm e:c , B esonderheit:c , Irregu la r itä t:c , S onderfa ll:c , R aritä t, ...]
2 . [A uß ergew öhnlichke it:c , B esondere :c , B esonderheit:c ]



these we then selected the ambiguous ones and
ranked for each of them the concepts (all concepts,
not only the top 100 -- i.e. their senses) in which they
occur by their domain relevance. This produced a list
of 24 domain specific, ambiguous terms for the
medical domain, 17 for the financial domain and 8
for the soccer domain. They were evaluated by
annotating them with one of:

• yes (most likely domain specific sense was
correctly predicted)

• no (most likely domain specific sense was
not correctly predicted)

• all (all senses apply equally to the domain)

The table shows that out of 24 terms in the medical
domain 12 have at least one sense that is specific for
this domain. All of these were determined correctly
by our automatic method. For the financial domain, 6
out of 17 terms had at least one domain specific
sense, of which 5 were determined correctly. For the
soccer domain, these figures were: 6 out of 8 terms of
which 5 were determined correctly. These results
indicate a consistently accurate prediction of domain
specific senses by the automatic method described.

4 Discussion

Obviously, the results discussed above depend on
many underlying factors. These include: 1. The
adequacy of the domain corpora in representing each
of the domains; 2. The accuracy of pre-processing
(tokenizing, part-of-speech tagging, morphology); 3.
The coverage of terms and concepts (senses) in the
lexical semantic resource. Here we discuss each of
these issues in more detail.

4.1 Domain Corpora

All domain corpora used in the experiments are
manually constructed and may therefore be assumed
to represent the domain in a reliable way.

The medical domain corpus is collected in the
context of the MUCHMORE project on cross-lingual
retrieval of medical information (Buitelaar, 2000).
The corpus consists of abstracts of scientific articles
in various areas of medical research as obtained from

the Springer LINK website4. The soccer domain
corpus is collected for the MUMIS project on
retrieval of multi-media soccer documents (Declerck
and Wittenburg 2001). The corpus consists of live
tickers and newspaper reports of the Euro Cup 2000
and World Cup 1998 games. The corpus for the
financial domain was collected for the PARADIME
project (Declerck et al., 1998) and consists of articles
from the business journal Wirtschaftswoche.
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All three corpora consist of about 200,000
tokens. This number was determined by the soccer
corpus because this one was the smallest. A
comparison with larger corpora showed that the
distribution of (relevant) terms remained rather stable
between smaller and larger samples of the same
corpora. Therefore we decided to cut off the other
two corpora (medical, financial) to match the soccer
corpus in size.

Manually constructed domain specific corpora
are not always readily available for most domains.
Therefore we performed some small experiments in
the automatic construction of such corpora by
identifying relevant sections in a general newspaper
corpus (Frankfurter Rundschau)  through a
combination of domain specific keywords. Future
work could improve on this by incrementally using
the output of our system for identifying relevant
terms that could then be used to extract more relevant
sections.

4.2 POS Tagging, Morphology

As mentioned before, the part-of-speech tagger as
used in the experiments was not specifically trained
for each domain. This has the advantage that the
tagger does not have any bias to any of the domains.
At the same time however we may expect an
improvement in tagging accuracy if the tagger would
be trained on each of the domains, which will
therefore be included in future work.

The main problem in morphology for German
is compound analysis. The following example
illustrates that also this level of pre-processing needs
to be adapted to the domain in future work. The

medical term Oedem (oedema, edema5) may be part
of many compounds like Hi r noedem (brain
oedema), or Lungenoedem (lung oedema).
Therefore, a correct analysis of  the term
Schl ei mhaut oedem would be

Schl ei mhaut  -  Oedem

Unfortunately, however, our morphological analysis
tool proposes

Schl ei mhaut  -  Oe -  dem

where dem is the abbreviation for "Deutsche Mark".

4.3 GermaNet Coverage

A final important influence on the results of our
experiments is the coverage of the lexical semantic
resource used, both of terms and of concepts. The
coverage of terms by GermaNet for each domain can

                                                     
5 "swelling from excessive accumulation of serous
fluid in tissue"



be easily counted. The following table gives an
overview of the number of different terms that were
extracted for each domain and the number of these
that are in GermaNet. These numbers include both
simple terms (stems) and complex terms, because
GermaNet includes both simple and complex terms
as individual lemmas. For instance, in case of the
complex term Kar zi nompat i ent  both its stem,
the simple term Pat i ent  and the complex term
itself are listed as different terms.

Medical Financial Soccer
Terms 18,204 15,161 10,332
Terms in
GermaNet

 1,429
 (7.8%)

 2,895
 (19.1%)

 2,056
(19.9%)

As the table shows, both the financial and soccer
domains are covered at about 19%-20% by
GermaNet. The medical domain, however, has only a
coverage of about 8% which (not surprisingly)
indicates that GermaNet is less tuned towards highly
specific terminology.

It is hard to indicate which concepts, that is,
which senses are missing from a resource. The
number of concepts that need to be covered cannot
readily be obtained from a (domain specific) corpus.
Only relative to a certain task there could be an
indication of which concepts are needed. This is for
instance the case with a natural language interface to
a database, where all possible objects in the database
need to correspond to concepts in the lexical
semantic resource that is used in the analysis of the
natural language queries.

For our purposes we attempt to model sense
assignment relative to a domain, but independent of a
specific task. Therefore we can only indicate senses
that are missing as they arise in evaluation of our
results. For instance Lappe (lobe) occurs as the stem
of many terms in the medical domain:

Okzi pi t al l appe
(occipital lobe)

Pr ost at ami t t el l appe
(prostate middle lobe)

In GermaNet, however, there is only one sense of
Lappe represented, which is the non-medical one of:
"Lapp, Lapplander".

5 Conclusions

We presented a novel method for domain specific
sense assignment using GermaNet in combination
with relevance measures as used in information
retrieval. The method determines the domain specific
relevance of GermaNet synsets on the basis of the
relevance of their constituent terms that co-occur

within representative domain corpora. Results show
that this allows for an accurate prediction of domain
specific senses.
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